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MATCH DETAILS
Real Madrid Legends: Contreras, Illgner, Salgado, Roberto Carlos, Julio
César, Congo, Butragueño, Iván Pérez, Raúl, Alfonso, Velasco, Morientes,
Ronaldo Nazário, Figo, Amavisca, Savio, Karembeu, Víctor, Fernando Sanz.
Roma Legends: Pellizzoli, Cafú, Carboni, Boniek, Aldair, Conti, Lima, Balbo,
Rizzitelli, Konsel, Maini, Cappioli, Scarchilli, Desideri, Tommasi, Perrotta,
Tonetto, Mangone, Cassetti.
Result: 4-0. Goals: 1-0 (Morientes, min. 30); 2-0 (Figo, min. 36); 3-0
(Morientes, min. 60); 4-0 (Congo, min. 81).

Solidary goals

for

Africa

Real Madrid scored four beautiful goals against Roma Legends in the eighth
edition of the Corazón Classic Match, with the Santiago Bernabéu full to the
brim for this charity fixture, with the funds raised going to the Real Madrid
Foundation’s projects in Africa.

Football and solidarity in the Santiago
Bernabéu stadium. Fernando Morientes,
with a brace, Luís Figo and Edwin
Congo scored the goals in this edition
of the festival of football, which is held
annually by the Real Madrid Foundation,
on this occasion under the title
Heartbeats for Africa. Ronaldo Nazário
made his Corazón Classic Match debut
and Raúl was once again the fabulous
number 7, creating a wealth of goalscoring chances.
The first goal came in the 30th
minute. Raúl took a corner and after an
assist from Roberto Carlos, Morientes

took full advantage to power home a
header. The second was a Figo free-kick
in the 36th minute, with an impressive
curling effort. Half-way through the
second half, Savio played the ball for
Morientes to score again with his head
for Madrid. The final goal came from
Congo in the 81st minute, after a one-onone against the keeper for the legendary
Italian side.
The match finished with a
tremendous ovation from the public for
their heroes in thanks for the spectacle
they’d witnessed. The Real Madrid
Legends called up for the occasion
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Madrid Foundation,” and he added: “We
like to be by the side of those in need.”
Talking of Raúl, he said: “He’s an
icon and a legend of this club. He’s
one of the footballers who have had the
greatest impact in the history of the club
and for the fans it’s a delight to see him
here and be able to enjoy his presence
and his football.”

were clearly delighted to have stood
once again on the turf of the Santiago
Bernabéu.
ALL FOR ONE CAUSE
“It’s wonderful to come back to the
Bernabéu for a good cause and feel
the affection from all the people”, said
Portuguese star Figo, Ballon d’Or winner
in 2000.
Raúl, for his part, said that solidarity
“is one of the values of Real Madrid. The
fans are very committed to charitable
causes and today they’ve shown that
again, filling the stadium, producing
an incredible atmosphere and helping
all the children and the projects the
Foundation has in Africa.”
The striker also praised the work
of the Foundation outside Spain: “It
should be congratulated for its huge
work in countries around the world. We’ll
continue to do our bit to help.”

He admitted he’d not put his boots
on since the last Classic Match and
confessed: “I had great time and I’m so
happy to have taken part in this fiesta
with my former team-mates. They were
lots of great years for everyone, just like
the time the club is having now with the
Champions League. It’s a very happy
time for all Madrid fans and you can see
everybody is enjoying it.”
Roberto Carlos talked about his
legendary fellow Brazilian playing for the
rival side: “I want to thank Cafu and all
the Roma team for being here with us
and taking part in an event as important
as this one. So many people have come
and we’re delighted to be here and next
year we’ll be back again.”
For his part, Emilio Butragueño,
a regular in the match, said: “It’s a
pleasure to be here, to play and to
see the ground full. I’m delighted to
contribute. It’s so much fun out on the
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kicking the ball is a privilege.” He also

Proyectos de ayuda humanitaria con carácter
had kind words for their rivals, displaying
socio-deportivo:
the respect for the opposition that
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FANTASTIC TURNOUT
Figo, one of the ‘galacticos’, said he was
happy to have scored and highlighted
that “it’s great to be able to meet up with
old team-mates. It’s a beautiful time to
come back to the Bernabéu and feel the
affection of all these people, and to do
so for a good cause.” He also underlined
the importance of “contributing with
our presence to help raise funds for the
Foundation’s projects” and celebrated

The match finished with a tremendous
ovation from the public for their heroes in
thanks for the spectacle they’d witnessed
the fact that “lots of families and lots of
children have come. The atmosphere
has been fantastic.”
Morientes, author of a brace, said
he was delighted to take part in an
initiative that, since it started, “has been
an incredible idea of Madrid and the
veterans.” The former striker added that
“THANKS, in capital letters, are due to
all the people who help year in year
out, above all the fans. Every year we
see the ground full and the supporters
collaborating by buying their ticket.”
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and the Agrupación de Vecinos de
Orcasitas.
Navas spoke of his gratitude at
being invited and for the welcome he
was given: “I’m very happy to be here
with you all.” Drawing on personal
experience, his heartfelt advice was:
“Fight for your dreams, because it’s the
most important thing in life. You have
to have faith in your ability to achieve
things. You have a massive opportunity
and I hope you grab it with both hands.
There were moments when I too was
given a helping hand and, when I didn’t
have anything, someone gave me an
opportunity. The main thing is that
you all believe in yourselves, try your
hardest and make the most of it.”
During the visit, Endesa’s director
of communications, Alberto Fernández,
underlined “the importance of giving the
youngsters examples to follow, enabling
them to see real-life role models closeThe students
at the school
in Orcasitas
got a lot
out of the
first-team
goalkeeper’s
motivational
visit.
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up who, like Keylor Navas, work to the
mantra ‘never give up’ and overcome
any obstacle necessary to make their
way in their profession.”
Rafael García Cortés, director of
the Foundation’s football schools,
said to the kids at risk and not at risk
of marginalisation who make up the
facility’s attendees: “I hope you’re
learning the positive values of sport
such as respect, togetherness and
commitment; values that will stay with
you forever. Football and the team
are important, but studying hard and
performing well at school is crucial.”

Keylor Navas: “Fight for your dreams
because it’s the most important thing in
life. You have a massive opportunity”

Keylor Navas

inspires the kids in Orcasitas

Supported by Endesa, the
students at the football social
sports school for integration
in Orcasitas received a visit
from the first-team goalkeeper
to mark the end of the season.

Above and beyond having shirts signed
by their idol and getting the chance to
pose for photos with him, it was the
words of encouragement and the living,
breathing role model offered by Keylor
Navas that proved to be the real gift
given to the students who attend the
school in Orcasitas. The project, one
of the Foundation’s longest-running,
has now been in operation for seven
seasons and is partnered by Endesa

The kids
made their
admiration
for Keylor
Navas
plain, giving
the player
a warm
welcome.
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Former First-Team

stars close out

the season

As the season drew to a close, the Foundation’s social sports
schools for integration in Motril, Tenerife, Mazarrón, Toledo and El
Gallinero (Madrid) received visits from former Real Madrid players
such as Roberto Carlos, Emilio Butragueño, Ángel Pérez and Rafael
García Cortés.
This series of visits got underway on
5th April when Agustín Herrerín, Real
Madrid’s match-day delegate, made
his way to the school in Mazarrón
(Murcia). The man who all the players
greet affectionately as they take to
the field at the Santiago Bernabéu is
a club institution, and has close links
to Mazarrón, where he has spent his

summers for decades. During his visit,
he explained to the children that being
a good player “is important, but what’s
most important is always looking to
improve yourself as a person.”
For four consecutive seasons, more
than 60 students aged between five
and 13 have benefited from this project
for integration through football, which

The season is officially closed at the school in El Gallinero (Madrid), with Rafael García Cortés in attendance.

Roberto
Carlos
visits the
Foundation’s
social sports
school in
Candelaria
(Tenerife).

is run at Mazarrón’s municipal sports
complex in collaboration with the town
council and FCC Aqualia.
ROBERTO CARLOS IN TENERIFE
WITH ENDESA
The Brazilian star was given an
enthusiastic welcome by the students
at the Foundation’s social sports school
in Tenerife, where he talked to the kids
about the importance of values such as
“respect, togetherness and equality”,
not forgetting to stress that they “must
study hard and lay firm foundations for
their future.”
The school offers 60 places, with
an occupancy rate of 85%. The project,
which is supported by Endesa, is
carried out at the Los Barranquillos
football facility in Candelaria, in
collaboration with Club Atlético
Barranco Hondo and the La Orotava
and Candelaria town councils.

Accompanied by representatives of
local government and Endesa, which
is the school’s patron alongside
HSBC and El Corte Inglés, the former
Real Madrid player was received by
Gumersindo Medina, president of Club
Atlético Barranco Hondo, who have
partnered the programme for four
seasons. Medina emphasised the need
to “integrate children of all kinds”.
Endesa supports other football
projects for integration in Madrid,
Zaragoza, Seville, the Canary Islands,
Morocco and Portugal, which benefit
more than 500 kids.
GARCÍA CORTÉS IN EL GALLINERO
To mark the end of the season, the
students at the football and basketball
social sports schools in El Gallinero
(Madrid) were each presented with
a gift by former Real Madrid player
Rafael García Cortés. The event was
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Guadalajara and Tarancón, which are
also backed by “la Caixa” Foundation
as part of the work it does in the
autonomous community of Castile-La
Mancha, the Toledo academy seeks
to promote social integration, an
education in values and sporting activity
as a healthy habit among youngsters
from underprivileged backgrounds, as
was explained by María Jesús Catalá,
CaixaBank’s area manager for CastileLa Mancha and Extremadura.

attended by representatives of Madrid’s
city council, and of the companies
that support the project, HSBC and El
Corte Inglés. The programme, which
provides kids from the slum with holistic
care, began in the 2014-15 season in
Vicálvaro. The beneficiaries are not only
given the chance to play sport, but also
receive a snack, have a shower and
brush their teeth. The schools’ activities
will recommence in October.
GALLEGO IN MOTRIL WITH
CAIXABANK AND 500 STUDENTS
At the end of May, the ex-Real Madrid
player Ricardo Gallego headed to
the football social sports school for
integration in Motril (Granada), which
has been running for four seasons
and benefits more than 500 students
aged between five and 17 thanks to
the support of CaixaBank and the
Andalusian town’s local council.
Receiving a visit from players who
have plied their trade at the club of
their dreams is a real inspiration for
the youngsters, who receive weekly

training sessions and learn values such
as team work. García Cortés underlined
“the importance of playing sport and
teaching the positive values of team
sport”, while Gallego shared with the
kids what it means to wear the Real
Madrid badge.
BUTRAGUEÑO JOINS “LA CAIXA”
FOUNDATION IN TOLEDO
The legendary striker and current club
director of institutional relations, Emilio
Butragueño, was on hand to mark the
close of the season at the Foundation’s
social sports school in Toledo, which
caters for more than 50 beneficiaries.
Now with six seasons under its belt, the
support of “la Caixa” Foundation, the
town council, the foundation run by the
Castile-La Mancha Football Federation
(Fedefcam), and the Real Madrid
Foundation enables all of the students
to enjoy at least partial funding to
attend the facility, with around 20 from
youth shelters receiving a full grant due
to their risk of marginalisation.
Along with the schools in Albacete,

Above: Rafael
García Cortés
and Ricardo
Gallego close
out the season
in Motril
(Granada).
Below: Emilio
Butragueño
and García
Cortés with
the students
of the school
in Toledo and
local partners.

ÁNGEL PÉREZ AND GARCÍA
CORTÉS IN PUERTO LUMBRERAS
Former players Ángel Pérez and Rafael
García Cortés visited the football socialsport school for integration in Puerto
Lumbreras, where more than 50 excited
fellows between 5 to 16 years of age
were waiting for them to close the fifth
season of the project since opening its
doors.
Pérez was given an official T-Shirt
by the club' supporters in the town
and spoke to the students about the
importance of “respecting everyone
and being friends, even if you’re
opponents.” Meanwhile, García Cortés

explained that at the Foundation
“we feel proud to say that we’re
consolidating our presence in this
region, teaching positive sporting
values such as respect and team work
– which are so vital in daily life – to
groups both at risk and not at risk of
social marginalisation.”
The town council thanked the former
players for their visit and the students’
parents for bringing their children to
train at the school, while CaixaBank
expressed its commitment to continuing
with the project.

“la Caixa” Foundation takes
on more than 12 Real Madrid
Foundation socio-sporting
projects

The former players Rafael García Cortés (left)
and Ángel Pérez (right) hand out medals to the
students during the season’s closing ceremony
at the Foundation’s social sports school in
Puerto Lumbreras (Murcia).
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The characters from
Star Wars paid a visit
to the tournaments’
participants.
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Thousands of kids at

Real Madrid City
involved in the Social Sports

Tournaments

Playing
football and
basketball
tournaments
at Real
Madrid
City was a
dream come
true for the
students of
the social
sports
schools.

Across a total of 14 sessions all about
playing matches and fostering coexistence, more than 4,000 students
from a range of Foundation football and
basketball schools in the Community
of Madrid, and surrounding provinces,
turned out at Real Madrid City for the
Social Sports Tournaments. In the
process, they were given the chance to
put into practice the technical and tactical
skills that they have acquired during a
season in which they have also enjoyed
the benefits of a new methodology for
learning values. The schools outside
Madrid also held their own session at
the facilities where their idols train, while
basketball students were for the first
time able to play their Social
Sports Tournament on
the new courts at Real
Madrid City, and
inclusive sessions
with students
in wheelchairs
likewise took
place in the new
basketball hall.
Continuing the
theme of integration,

the first of the inclusive sessions in the
Foundation’s Social Sports Schools
Football Tournaments coincided with
World Autism Awareness Day. Students
with the condition were given the
opportunity to get to know the training
ground used by their heroes and
practise what they had learned at their
school. A day of sport for all that also
saw the participation of youngsters with
Down’s syndrome from the adapted and
inclusive schools.
For the students of the sociosporting projects carried out at youth
shelters – a particularly vulnerable social
group that includes minors of different
ages, nationalities and conflictive
family environments – taking part in a
basketball tournament held at the hall
at Real Madrid City was a powerful tool
for motivation, socialisation and the
normalisation of their lives.
During the Social Sports Tournaments,
matches were complemented by sessions
on recycling, first aid and even a surprise
visit from around 20 Star Wars characters
to the football pitches at Real Madrid City,
which the participants were thrilled by.
Looking back over the 15th edition of

the Social Sports Schools Football and
Basketball Tournaments, Rafael Rullán,
director of the Real Madrid Foundation’s
schools, declared that wearing the
club’s crest “stands all the boys and girls
who take part in good stead”, because
it improves their self-esteem and
motivation, both in sporting terms and in
their daily lives.
MORE THAN A TONNE OF BATTERIES
COLLECTED
The winners have been confirmed in the
battery collection contest organised by
Ecopilas and the Real Madrid Foundation
among the social sports school teams
participating in the tournaments at Real
Madrid City.
In first place among the football
groups were the under-9s from the El
Pozo social sports school, who collected
125 kg of used batteries. In basketball, the
under-12s from the school in Arganzuela
proved the most eco-responsible.
The students were given a month and
a half to gather the batteries in containers
provided to the social sports schools and,
in that time, groups of all age categories
amassed a total of 1,250 kg, as part of

an activity that has allowed the kids to
learn the importance of recycling in the
protection of the environment.
2ND TOURNAMENT PROMOTING COEXISTENCE IN JAÉN
300 students from social sports schools
in the south of Spain – Puerto Lumbreras
(Murcia), Camas (Seville), Córdoba, Jerez
de la Frontera (Cádiz), Motril (Granada)
and Jaén – attended a day promoting
co-existence at the Las Fuentezuelas
sports centre in Jaén, where they played
in the 2nd Real Madrid Foundation
Southern Area Tournament. In addition
to other leisure and educational activities
organised in collaboration with “la Caixa”
Foundation, the kids visited an inflatable
planetarium and, thanks to Fundación
Mapfre, learned the basics of first aid and
cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
CHURRIANA HOSTS THE sixth
edition of their CHARITY
FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
The 6th Charity Football Tournament in
Churriana (Málaga) was played in the
Alfredo Viñolo ground, thanks to Club
Deportivo Churriana. The tournament’s

Like
previous
years, the
tournaments
were
inclusive,
with
children in
wheelchairs,
and
youngsters
with autism
and Down’s
syndrome.
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Basketball

Left:
Participants
in the
Ecopilas
competition.
Right: Kids
from schools
in southern
Spain at the
tournament
and
co-existence
day in Jaén.

for integration

The Teresa de Calcuta youth shelter
in Brea del Tajo, located just south of
Madrid, hosted a day of socio-sporting
coexistence in which an under-16s
team from the Corazonistas primary
and secondary school played a friendly
basketball match with the students of
the Foundation’s project at the facility.
The clash was then followed by another,
this time involving sides made up of a
mixture of the two teams, with all the
players receiving instructions from a
Foundation coach on hand to help

Participants
in the
tournament
in Churriana,
whose
closing
event was
attended
by ex-Real
Madrid
player José
Antonio
Salguero.

benefits will be destinated to support to
The Real Madrid Foundation social sports
school in Kolkata, India. This Tournament
is organized by the Institute for Indian
Mother and Child (IIMC), the Foundation’s
local partner in Kolkata, India, for youth
teams in Málaga, and offered for kids of
three different categories: under 12s,
under 10s, and under 8s.
Some of the Real Madrid Foundation
social sport schools in the southern
region of Spain (Melilla, Jerez…) also
took part on the tournament, and José
Antonio Salguero, former Real Madrid
player, was the main protagonist of the
official closing ceremony. He offered his
support and encouragement to the kids,
and was joined by the event’s sponsors,
volunteers from Club Deportivo Churriana
and representatives of the IIMC.
The tournament was partnered by
“la Caixa” Foundation, Ambulancias

Andalucía, Intercentros Ballesol,
Laboratorio Bioclinic, Abogados Delgado
Schwarzmann-Vila Clavero & Asociados,
Coviran and Medical Service Care.
The school in India, the first opened
by the Foundation in Asia, was launched
six years ago in Kheadah, a rural area to
the south of Kolkata with a high school
drop-out rate. It currently caters for
more than 130 children, using sport to
encourage values such as tolerance,
team spirit, gender equality and sociability
among its attendees. As part of the
Foundation’s partnership with the IIMC,
and with the support of Roadis, the kids
– all living below the poverty line – also
receive schooling and health care.
Football has been brought to the
area for the first time courtesy of the
Foundation, which, in addition to training
sessions, also provides snacks and talks
on social issues.

www.hsbc.es

Issued by HSBC Holdings plc. Approved for use in the UK by HSBC Bank plc. AC39831

guiding the youngsters to a resolution
of any conflicts arising during the
match. This special event fostering coexistence concluded with an exchange
of experiences among the participants.

Under-16s
from the
Corazonistas
school
played with
residents at
the youth
shelter.
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Music

at the prison
in Palencia

Left: Butragueño
at the awards
presentation.
Right: The final of
the tournament,
played by
inmates from
the correctional
facilities in
Aranjuez and
León.

13th Inter-Prisons
Tournament
Award ceremony

Real Madrid’s director of institutional
relations, Emilio Butragueño, was on
hand to present the awards after the
final of the Foundation’s 13th InterPrisons Tournament, in which teams

from 12 penitentiary centres took part.
The finalists were the sides from the
C.P. Madrid VI (Aranjuez) and C.P.
León correctional facilities. At the
event, which was also attended by

The Foundation carries out 43
football and basketball projects at 23
penitentiary facilities, catering for more
than 2,000 inmates every season
representatives of Spain’s General
Secretariat for Penitentiary Institutions,
Butragueño declared that these types
of initiatives “make us feel proud to
belong to the club, because we see
that the values that Real Madrid seeks
to instil, such as respect and a spirit of
self-improvement, are reflected in its
socio-sporting projects.”
The Real Madrid Foundation
carries out socio-sporting projects at
23 penitentiary facilities –22 focusing
on football, 21 on basketball– which
benefit more than 2,000 inmates.
The programme began in 2003 and
is partnered by the Fundación Padre
Garralda, the Fundación ACS and
the Ministry of the Interior in working
towards the rehabilitation of prisoners.

In partnership with the Fundación
Cello León, the Real Madrid
Foundation organised a cello
concert for the inmates at the C.P.
Palencia penitentiary facility to
complement their weekly sociosporting programme. Spanish National
Orchestra soloist Miguel Jiménez,
Royal Conservatory of Madrid head
of cello Ángel García, and Pelayo
Tahoces of the Fundación Cello León
participated in the initiative, which
saw pieces by Haydn, Servetto and
Elgar performed for a very grateful
audience. The Fundación Cello is
dedicated to ensuring quality and
equal opportunities in access to
music.
Cello concert for
inmates at the prison
in Palencia.
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Everyone’s a winner at the
fourth edition of the

21

More than one
hundred children
from six different
countries
participated in the
fourth Copa Alma
in Portugal.

Copa Alma

This tournament in Portugal, organised by the Real Madrid
Foundation with the support of Endesa, brought together
more than one hundred girls and boys from the social
sports schools in six different countries.

A total of 123 students from 11
Foundation schools in Spain, Portugal,
Hungary, Romania, Russia and
Morocco enjoyed spending three happy
days together, where they shared
their enthusiasm for football and saw
how the application of values on and
off the pitch was rewarded. Learning
about values through sport was what
counted and this is the key to the
Copa Alma, which set itself apart from
purely competitive sport over the days
it was held, coinciding as it did with
the celebration of the youth football
Portugal International Cup. This initiative
of the Foundation is a continuation of
the For a Real education: Values and

sport methodology which is used in all
Real Madrid schools.
WINNERS ALL ROUND
The students taking part went
home having enjoyed the incredible
experience of a sporting trip and the
feeling that everyone involved was a
winner. The trophy for respect inside
and outside the pitch went to the social
sports school in Guimarães (Portugal);
the trophy for team work was granted
to the school in Romania; the award
for equality was lifted by the students
from Manique (Portugal); the award
for motivation went to the team from
Morocco; the self-esteem trophy

was won by the school in Funchal
(Portugal); the prize for tolerance was
presented to the students from Vila Real
de Santo Antonio (Portugal); the healthy
habits award was the first won by a
combined team from the Spanish social
sports schools, España I. The second
Spanish combined side, España II,
stood out for their responsibility; the
trophy for autonomy went to the school
in Hungary; and finally, the award for
solidarity was won by the students from
Russia.
For the second year running,
Endesa made this multicultural
event possible. María Lacasa, of the
communications department in Spain

for the electricity provider, said that for
the company it is “a source of great
pride to work with the Real Madrid
Foundation in this competition that’s
so wholesome” and which “represents
the values Endesa stands up for and
supports.” She also said, “We’re proud
to be able to give these children some
happy days together that are a different
experience.”

Learning about values through sport was
what counted in this integrating experience
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More

training

In the refugee camps of

courses in the

Middle East, Africa and the Americas
Coaches from Palestine, Kuwait, Bahrein, Mozambique, Senegal,
Algeria, Kenya, Guatemala, Mexico, Chile and Peru received specific
training from the Real Madrid Foundation instructors, based on the
manual Coaching football, teaching values.
There are no borders for the international
teachers of Real Madrid Foundation. In the
past few months, the new social sports
schools in America and Middle East have
been two of their most active regions to
teach our methodology and train the new
coaches-educators of each project. Also
other older schools have been taught as

Palestinian children in a
training session run by
the Foundation, whose
instructors travelled
to Bethlehem and two
refugee camps.
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well with new courses for coaches and
teachers based on For a REAL education:
Values and Sports, Training Football,
Teaching Values, They play, we teach and
Basket-values.
PALESTINE, KUWAIT AND BAHREIN
In Palestine, 27 coaches-teachers

Fawwar and Balata the
Foundation schools benefit
1,181 boys and girls

attended the specific training course
in three separate locations. Firstly in
Bethlehem, where the Foundation’s
social sports schools, which are
supported by Latin Patriarchate, attend
to 230 youngsters in situations of risk;
then in the refugee camps of Fawwar
and Balata, run by the United Nations
Relief and Works Agency for Palestine
Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA),
where the Foundation’s schools benefit
1,181 boys and girls from Gaza and the
West Bank.
In Kuwait, this training was given
to the coaches at the school, which
has Al-Yousifi Charity Institution
as a collaborator and caters to 70
students between six and 17 years
old. Meanwhile in Bahrein, where the
school has reached 100 students with
more girls joining all the time, the
training was given at facilities provided
by the Royal Charity Foundation in
Manama.
MOZAMBIQUE, SENEGAL, ALGERIA
AND KENYA
In Africa, the Foundation trained more
than 60 sports coaches in a month,
which will benefit some 900 students at
the social sports schools in Mozambique,
Senegal, Algeria and Kenya.
The international team of
basketball coaches travelled to Maputo

(Mozambique) to give the course
Basketball and Values to 20 coaches
from the region, among whom were
those who run, in collaboration with the
Kandlelo association, a school which has
150 students.
This course was also given in
Senegal, the first country in Africa where
the Foundation set up football and
basketball schools, and where it currently
has three: in Dakar, Tambacounda and
Thiès, in collaboration with Plataformas
Salesianas. 13 coaches took part in
these sessions and they’ll now apply
the knowledge they learned to teaching
more than 200 boys and girls.
The football trainers visited Algeria
and Kenya to update the technical
knowledge of the local coaches. In the

Games that
foster team
spirit during
training at the
Lamu school
(Kenya).
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San Marcos in Guatemala and Acapulco
in Mexico where two of the new social
sports projects visited by the Foundation’s
international teachers to recieve the training
courses

North African country, the training was
provided for 16 coaches based in the
Tipaza province, from social sports
school in Douaouda, Cherchell, Fouka,
Hadjout, Kolea, Tipaza and Attatba, who
cater to 330 students. Finally, the trainers
Coaching
travelled to Lamu (Kenya), where they
values at
one of the
gave the course to 17 coaches from the
two schools
comprehensive project, which counts on
in Chile, a
country where the participation of teachers from statethe Foundation run schools in the zone.
has been
This social sports school attends to
present since
2003.
close to 200 youngsters in alliance with
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NGO Anidan, which has a shelter home
which contributes to their nutrition and
education, in addition to free healthcare
offered by an associate hospital.
GUATEMALA, MEXICO, CHILE AND
BRAZIL
In the Americas, the Foundation’s
team of football instructors headed to
San Marcos (Guatemala), Acapulco
(Mexico), Santiago de Chile (Chile),
Niterói and Jacarezinho (Brazil), with the
aim of the first two destinations being to
train the coaches at new schools.
In Chile, 13 coaches attended the
training and will take what they learnt
to the schools in the municipalities of
Independencia and Estación Central,
which have more than 200 students. The
Andean country has one of the oldest
schools, with it starting its activities
in 2003, with the collaboration of the
Friends of Real Madrid Foundation, SEK
University and, since 2014, Globalvia.

In Guatemala, 12 coaches received this
specific coaching in order to be able
to start work at the Foundation’s new
football and basketball social sports
schools in the municipalities of Nuevo
Progreso and San Pablo. These schools
count on collaboration from the World
Vision Foundation and each attend to a
hundred students between five and 16
years old.
The trainers who ran the course in
Acapulco (Mexico) gave the classes
in the school located in the La Venta
neighbourhood, in collaboration with
the Fundación TV Azteca and its
Esperanza Azteca programme for the
promotion of classical music among
children in vulnerable situations. Close
to 150 youngsters will benefit from this
initiative.
The coaches from the social sports
schools in Niterói (Esporte por la Paz)
and Jacarezinho (Cidadanía pelo

Esporte) in Brazil received, for yet
another year, the latest updates to the
training course in values. The diploma
presentation and closing ceremony was
attended by former Real Madrid player
Savio Bortolini, as well as Víctor Rico
and Marcelo dos Santos, director and
CEO respectively of the collaborative
entity Development Bank of Latin
American (CAF).
Savio took the honorary kick-off
in the game between the students at
the school in Niterói and talked about
values such as “respect, team work and
equality” both when playing sport and in
life in general.
Together with São Paulo, these
three Rio de Janeiro schools form part
of a programme run by the Plataformas
Salesianas of Brazil through the
Misiones Salesianas, benefiting 730
boys and girls from disadvantaged
backgrounds.

Brazilian
coaches
teaching their
students,
using the
Foundation’s
specific
methodology.
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ecopilas
// Fundación para la Gestión Medioambiental de Pilas //

Dale + vida a tus pilas

AYÚDANOS
a RECICLAR

ecopilas con la Fundación RealMadrid
La Fundación Medioambiental ecopilas colabora, con la
Fundación RealMadrid en la puesta en marcha de un nuevo
curso de la escuela de fútbol y medio ambiente de Segovia.

www.ecopilas.es
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Students from Morocco
and China
visit

Madrid

The dreams of more than 60 children from the Foundation’s schools
in Guangzhou (China), Mohammédia and Tanger (both in Morocco)
came true when they travelled to the Spanish capital to immerse
themselves in the “Real Madrid Universe”.
A group of 16 students from China
travelled to Madrid as part of a visit
organised by the Foundation. They
had the chance to visit the Santiago
Bernabéu, see their heroes in the
flesh at the Real Madrid – Sevilla
game and show off their skills against
students from other social sports
schools. What’s more, they took part in
activities organised by Microsoft at their
innovation centre.
The Guangzhou school was
launched in the 2011-2012 season with
the support of the Evergrande Group.
In turn, the group from Morocco was
the largest, with the attendance of 50
boys and girls from 11 to 17 at risk of
social exclusion, who go to the schools
in Mohammédia and Tanger.
They visited the team’s training
ground, where they had the chance to
train; did the Bernabéu Tour; attended
a Liga game and played with children
from other Foundation schools
including Valdebernardo and Luis
Aragonés. Additionally, they took part in
programming workshops organised by
Microsoft. The Tanger school has been
running since 2011, at the Assadaka
social facilities. It’s run by the Paideia
Foundation for the Integration of

Minors. As well as a sports education,
the children receive literacy classes,
professional training, psychosocial
attention and the most vulnerable are
also given residence.
The Mohammédia school was
launched at the end of 2014 with the
support of the Fundación Fatema and
has its headquarters at the sports
facilities of the Fundación Samir, which
also offers a classroom for scholastic
reinforcement.

During their
visit, the
travelling
parties from
Morocco
(above)
and China
(below) both
enjoyed Real
Madrid’s
facilities.
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THE FOUNDATION AND THE IDB will
PROMOTE PROJECTS IN THE AMERICAS
Florentino Pérez has signed a significant agreement to pool the extensive
experience of the Real Madrid Foundation and the Inter-American Development
Bank in the region. The goal: to combine sport and education.

T

he signing of this
important agreement
deserved a fitting backdrop,
with the boardroom at the
Santiago Bernabéu the setting
for an event attended by
the highest representatives
of each organisation: Real
Madrid’s club president,
Florentino Pérez, and his
counterpart at the InterAmerican Development Bank
(IDB), Luis Alberto Moreno.
The aim of the alliance
is to promote educational
initiatives in aid of youngsters
at risk of marginalisation,
using sport as a tool for
development and social
integration. The first
countries to benefit from this
partnership will be Costa
Rica and Argentina, with a
new Real Madrid Foundation
social sports school to be
established in the Central
American country (also
in collaboration with the
Universidad Latina de Costa
Rica), and the implementation
of projects in the South
American nation. Meanwhile,
potential new initiatives are

additionally to be explored in
Peru and Colombia.
According to Moreno,
the alliance “provides a
platform to make the most
of the bank’s experience in
programmes that use sport to
reinforce youngsters’ physical
and emotional capacities.”
He also thanked the Real
Madrid Foundation for its
“commitment to seeking out
new ways to promote the
all-round development of
countries in Latin America
and the Caribbean.”
The Real Madrid
Foundation’s experience
in the region is underlined
by its 150 social sports
schools catering for more
than 20,000 beneficiaries,
its specialised training
programme for coaches, and
its supplementary educational
initiatives in the form of
school work reinforcement,
vaccinations, nutrition and
other basic services for
minors.
Meanwhile, the IDB has
been working with sport
as a tool to further child

development and the labour
market inclusion of young
people in the area since
2000, with projects in more
than 12 countries.

LUIS ALBERTO MORENO, PRESIDENT OF
THE INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT
BANK, THANKED THE FOUNDATION
FOR ITS “COMMITMENT TO SEEKING
OUT NEW WAYS TO PROMOTE
DEVELOPMENT”
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noticias con alma

the FOUNDATION BEGINS a PARTNERSHIP
WITH RED CROSS loTTERY

F

or the first time, the Real
Madrid Foundation is
participating in the sale of
tickets for the Spanish Red
Cross’s ‘Sorteo de Oro’
lottery. Via the website
www.fundacionrealmadrid
concruzroja.com, Madridistas

THE PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF
LOTTERY TICKETS BEGINNING WITH 20
WILL GO TO A PROJECT IN AID OF THE
HOMELESS
and fans of all allegiances can
buy tickets bearing a lottery
number beginning with 20,
with the proceeds obtained
going to a socio-sporting
project carried out jointly

by the two organisations
in aid of the homeless,
as was announced at the
partnership’s launch event
by Red Cross representatives
María Dolores Casteleiro and
Francisco Gabriel Sánchez
Parodi, and Emilio Butragueño
from the Real Madrid
Foundation.
20 also represents the
July date on which the lottery
draw will take place, and the
club’s director of institutional
relations offered a further
reference to the number,
explaining: “There are many
more than 20 reasons to
contribute to the Red Cross
by taking part in the ‘Sorteo
de Oro’. For the Real Madrid
Foundation, it’s a privilege to
be able to carry out socio-

sporting projects with one of
the most important charitable
organisations in the world and
– as we have done in previous
seasons, when the crisis was
deeper – do our bit for its
causes.”
Further more, the
campaign to promote the joint
initiative also lists 20 socioeducational values linked to
team sport, such as equality,
solidarity, respect, inclusion,
integration, etc.
For her part, Casteleiro
underlined that these types of
partnerships “are a significant
boost to our organisation, as it
allows us to put into practice
our principle of independence
in the work we do with
society’s most underprivileged
social groups.”

Emilio
Butragueño
(Real Madrid)
with Francisco
Gabriel Sánchez
Parodi and
María Dolores
Casteleiro (both
of the Red
Cross).

Unlimited
potential
© 2017 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved.

Success begins with education. Inspired
by committed educators, and aided
by the latest educational technology,
students can soar to new heights.
AT&T is proud to support Fundación
Real Madrid for helping students realize
their boundless potential.
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AGREEMENT WITH UPS FOR the
SOCIAL SPORTS SCHOOL LOGISTICS
The Real Madrid Foundation
and UPS have signed a
collaboration agreement
through which the American
courier company will provide
logistics services for the
Foundation’s social sports
schools, in a partnership
that will allow more than
160 projects in Spain enjoy
easier transportation of sports
equipment between centres.
The agreement stands to
benefit each of the facilities,
but will be particularly useful
to the wheelchair basketball
schools and their inclusive

Wilfredo Ramos,
managing director
of UPS in Spain
and Portugal,
shakes hands
with Emilio
Butragueño during
the signing of the
agreement with
the Real Madrid
Foundation.

tournament, due to their
specialised nature.
The signing ceremony
was attended by Emilio
Butragueño, Real Madrid’s
director of institutional
relations, and Wilfredo
Ramos, managing director of
UPS in Spain and Portugal.
“We are placing all our
experience and expertise in
the sector at the disposal of
the Foundation, with the aim
of simplifying the logistical
processes that are a part
of any sporting activity,”
Ramos explained. In doing

THE AIM IS to SIMPLIFY
THE TRANSPORTATION
OF SPORTS EQUIPMENT
BETWEEN THE
FOUNDATION SCHOOLS IN
SPAIN

so, he added, the time spent
on managing such tasks will
be reduced, enabling a fuller
focus on “what truly matters:
the development and progress
of the social sport schools.”
Both the Real Madrid
Foundation and UPS are
organisations with a markedly
international scope and a clear
commitment to the countries
in which they operate. The
Foundation carries out
more than 440 projects and
social sports schools in 75
countries on six continents,
while UPS is present in more
than 220 countries and is a
multinational company that
seeks to promote literacy,
sustainability, diversity and
security in the communities in
which it works.

NEW FORMAT for CHARITY GOLF TOURNAMENT
After seven years organizing a golf charity circuit for the Foundation's
projects focused on people with disabilities, a new collaborator, Sport
Tourism Spain, has shown how to mix golf, solidarity and the projects:
Fair play social. The new model was presented in Santiago Bernabéu
Stadium and will take place from May to September. Players from 15
different golf clubs associated will be able to participate in their own
clubs, and as many times as they wish, just by including a fee in each
tournament they play to add their score to the general Fair play social
rankings. The clubs supporting this innovation are: Golf Santander,
Golf Retamares, La Peñaza, La Dehesa, Lomas Bosque, Naturávila, La
Faisanera, El Olivar de la Hinojosa, Lerma, El Encín, Layos and Valdeluz.
The proceeds will go to the Foundation’s inclusive football projects.
More information www.fairplaysolidario.com

Enrique Sánchez, executive vice-president of the Real
Madrid Foundation, flanked by representatives of Sport
Tourism Spain at the presentation of the charity golf
tournament.

endesa.com

We need energy
to build
a better world.
In Endesa we know this and strive day by day to make affordable
products which improve people’s lives. Like Nexo, with which you can
control your home remotely from any device; or Infoenergía, which helps
you save on your bill, by providing detailed information about your
energy consumption; or Soluciones Integrales, which gives
you an easy way to make your home more comfortable.
So, by creating solutions that help in your day-to-day lives,
we are building a better world.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES APPROVES
2017/18 ACTION PLAN
T
The meeting of
the Real Madrid
Foundation’s
Board of Trustees,
chaired by
Florentino Pérez,
in the boardroom
of the Santiago
Bernabéu
stadium.

he boardroom at the
Santiago Bernabéu
stadium was the venue
for the meeting of the Real
Madrid Foundation’s Board of
Trustees, with Florentino Pérez
chairing a session in which the
Action Plan for the 2017/18
season was approved. Joining
the meeting of the Foundation’s

governing body for the first
time were new members José
Luis del Valle and Catalina
Miñarro – following their
addition to the Real Madrid
Board of Directors – and
discretional appointments
Carlos Martínez de Albornoz
and Antonio Medina Cuadros.
The Board of Trustees meets

twice a season to take stock
of the progress of the activities
of the Foundation, which
is responsible for putting
into effect Real Madrid’s
commitment to social causes.
During the meeting,
the core strategies and
programmes of action were
approved for the season ahead.
The Real Madrid Foundation’s
activities now extend to 75
countries on six continents,
with socio-sporting projects
committed to education and
cooperation catering for more
than 65,000 beneficiaries every
year. Its chief objectives are to
teach values through sport and
assist social groups both at risk
and not risk of marginalisation.

GAES PARTICIPATES iN PROGRAMME FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
The specialist hearing aid company GAES worked
with the Real Madrid Foundation in the programme for
physical activity for senior citizens that is carried out at
the Canal sports facilities in Madrid. Around 200 people
underwent an audiometry test and received talks on
healthy hearing in what was a useful opportunity to
answer questions and discover appropriate solutions
for each case relating to what is a frequent problem for
the older members of the population. The Foundation’s
programme for senior citizens seeks to promote the
preservation of the physical and mental faculties of
people over the age of 65.

We keep on evolving
in order to give back to
persons and companies.

One

It all started with a question:
What can we do in appreciation
of the trust our clients place in us?
And the answer was easy: give back.
Giving back is knowing that a balanced
exchange achieves mutual growth.

A GAES specialist carrying out an audiometry test as part of the Foundation’s
programme for senior citizens at the Canal sports complex (Madrid).

on one

interview
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Wilfredo

Ramos
Managing director of UPS in
Spain and Portugal

The US delivery company and Real Madrid
Foundation collaborator is present in more
than 220 countries and territories and is
committed to local communities.
- What type of CSR activities does UPS
carry out?

- Our efforts in this type of initiatives are
focused on literacy from an economic,
global point of view, environmental
sustainability, diversity and safety in the
community. Furthermore, we place a
lot of importance on volunteering in our
communities: since 2011, our employees
have worked 12.8 million hours as
volunteers in communities worldwide.
- How does it feel to be responsible for

our employees live and work. Playing sport
is an activity to which everyone should
have access. The projects the organisation
runs help lots of youngsters, who otherwise
wouldn’t be able to enjoy the advantages
sport brings and having fun with their
companions.
- What do you think about your first
collaboration with a basketball
wheelchair school?

- It’s a project that promotes social
integration through sport. And not just any
sport, but basketball, the foundation of
which is comradeship and team work. The
sport builds confidence, leadership and
comradeship, qualities that last inside and
outside sport.

delivering the ‘dreams’ of people all
around the world?

- What does your contribution

- Moving approximately 19.1 million parcels
a day brings with it huge responsibility.
That’s why, every day, we aim to improve
our services and offer our clients greater
flexibility over deliveries, all in the shortest
time possible. We’re proud to have their
trust.

consist of?

- What led you to collaborate with the
Real Madrid Foundation?

- The incredibly important work they do.
At the UPS Foundation, we also focus our
efforts on helping those communities where

We’ve made all our knowledge and
experience in the sector available to the
Foundation with the aim of simplifying
the logistical processes that are part
of sporting activity. In this way, the
organisation reduces the time spent on
the management of these activities, and
can invest it in what’s truly important, the
development and progress of the social
sports schools. At UPS, we expect the
collaboration to be a complete success, as
well as long and fruitful.

parquesur.com
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campus experience

The camps at King’s College in
Alcobendas and in Chichester combine
football and English.

Campus Experience:

a summer of

sport and values

The Campus Experience, the Real
Madrid Foundation’s programme
of educational and sporting
summer camps for youngsters,
is back – and is joined by
Campus12, a new project driven
by Marcelo and his brother-inlaw, Caio, that mirrors those
of two other players: Nacho
Fernández and Dani Carvajal.

The Campus Experience
(www.campusexperiencermf.com),
which runs until 12 September, is
a programme of educational and
sporting camps led by professional
coaches that ensure youngsters make
the most of their summer by learning
values through football, while also
acquiring habits that foster a healthy
lifestyle.

Throughout the three summer
months, the camps welcome boys
and girls aged between seven and 17,
and featuring among their 11 venues
in Spain are Real Madrid City and the
Villaviciosa municipal sports facilities in
Odón (Madrid).
There are a variety of categories –
the Football Campus Experience, the
8th Basketball Camp, the 3rd Adapted
Basketball Camp and the 9th Inclusive
Basketball Camp – being held in a
range of locations in the Community
of Madrid. Added to this list are the
Campus Experiences organised in
Aranjuez, Asturias (Oviedo, Gijón and
Llanes), Zaragoza, and also international
destinations such as Chichester (United
Kingdom), Greece, Moscow (Russia),
Shanghai (China), Doha (Qatar), São
Paulo (Brazil), Calgary (Canada) and
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic).

PLAYERS’ CAMPS
Meanwhile, Marcelo was joined by
brother-in-law and futsal player Caio
Alves at the presentation of their new
camp, Campus12, explaining that it is “all
about giving kids a helping hand”. He
continued: “Caio and I had had in mind
doing something to try to help out lots of
youngsters and finally we’ve managed to
fulfil this great dream.”
The almost month-long camp is in
line with those set up by other members
of the first-team squad in conjunction
with the Real Madrid Foundation, such
as Dani Carvajal and Nacho Fernández.
Carvajal himself was on hand to surprise
the more than 750 children from 51
countries who were at Real Madrid City
taking part in the activities of a Campus
Experience camp. After the visit, he said:
“The kids were excited, they were really
pleased to see me. I shook their hands
and took photos with them. Being able to
share this camp with a first-team player is
very special for them. It’s a dream come
true for any youngster in the world to
become a Real Madrid player; everyone
wants to make it that far.”
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Ronaldo Nazario

launches the Foundation’s

clinics

Asia

in

In his role as ambassador of the club and the Real
Madrid Foundation, the Brazilian former striker
presented the upcoming clinics to be held by the
Foundation in Asia, which will cater for thousands of
kids who have signed up.

Dubbed ‘O Fenômeno’, Ronaldo
Nazário is a hero to football fans the
world over both for his years at Real
Madrid (2002-2007), which saw him
score 104 goals in 177 appearances,
and for his exploits with the Brazilian
national team, with whom he won two
World Cups. It’s therefore little surprise
that he’s a major draw whichever
continent he’s on, and his presence
proved a huge thrill for the youngsters
at a Real Madrid Foundation clinic in
Hong Kong, for whom he had words
of advice and signed shirts during
his appearance. The retired player
presented the 14 clinics taking place
next term, which will be attended by
2,800 boys and girls.
The clinics are aimed at kids aged
between six and 17, who are given the
opportunity to work on and improve
specific aspects of their game in elitelevel training conditions. The sessions
are run by Foundation coaches trained
by Real Madrid’s youth academy,
and follow the specific methodology
designed by the club.
TREMENDOUS EXCITEMENT
IN CHINA
Ronaldo was accompanied on
his visit by Julio González Ronco,
managing director of the Real Madrid
Foundation, and Leo Mok, managing
director of Dreams Foundation, which
has been a partner in this initiative
for two seasons. There was great
excitement among the media and
those watching, generated by both his
star factor and the worldwide renown
of Real Madrid. Further figures who
were in attendance at the event were

The former Real Madrid striker visited Hong
Kong to launch 14 clinics that will work with
2,800 kids in collaboration with Dreams
Foundation

Santiago Martínez, Spain’s consulgeneral in Hong Kong; Milliam Tsang,
CEO of the China World Trade Center;
the vice-president of the Chinese
Football Association; representatives
of the clinics’ other patrons, China
Playground Association, Spanish
Primary School, Microsoft, The Wharf
(Holdings) Limited, Banco Santander
and Hong Kong Football Club; and
a range of members of the world of
Chinese sport.
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Reliving our
33 Liga titles
Some of the players who were stars of these historic
achievements participated in this event. They helped to magnify
the legendary status of Real Madrid C.F: The Spanish club with
more La Liga titles. The trophy is an award to the club’s values
and a passport to Europe.
The Real Madrid Foundation
registered another successful turnout at the most recent edition of the
Luis de Carlos Forum, once again
held at the Villa Magna hotel in the
Spanish capital. The theme chosen
was the 33 Liga titles conquered by

the Whites over the course of their
history, from the first in 1931 to the
most recent League and Champions
League double won by Zinedine
Zidane’s side. At the round table
there were former players from the
team which has writ large some of

From left to
right: Solari,
Amancio,
Enrique
Sánchez,
Butragueño
and Gallego.

most glorious pages of football’s
recent history: Emilio Butragueño,
Amancio Amaro, Ricardo Gallego
and Santiago Solari, who provided
their first-hand experiences. The
session was presided over by Enrique
Sánchez, executive vice-president of
the Foundation, and moderated by the
journalist Enrique Ortego.
Butragueño (1984-1995), the
leader of his generation – the Quinta
del Buitre – and one of the biggest
names to come out of the Madrid
youth set-up, said that this recent Liga
title “fills us with pride” and added
that whoever wins the championship
is “the best team”. The director of
institutional relations, in whose era
Madrid won six titles, explained that
there are lots of match days when
“you have to overcome so many
difficulties”. And he added that when
he joined the team in 1984 “I felt the
desire to win the European Cup, but
to play in it you need to win the Liga
and that’s why it was a priority. It was
the bridge to Europe.” In that time
“we were a fantastic side, which won
five consecutive Ligas, with veterans
who passed on the club’s values,
significant signings and a number of
players who had come up through the
ranks,” he recalled.
TO NEVER GIVE UP, IN OUR DNA
For his part, Amancio, who played for
Real Madrid from 1962 to 1976, an
era of enormous success including
nine Ligas and a European Cup, said
that for him it was a huge triumph to
win the Liga when he joined the team.
“We had the quality of Di Stéfano,
Puskás, Gento, Santamaría, but in the

Butragueño: “Whoever wins the Liga is
the best team; there are many match days
when you have to overcome so many
difficulties and it’s the bridge to Europe”

dressing room we knew that without
effort, commitment and sacrifice that
meant nothing. It’s the DNA of Real
Madrid, transmitted from player to
player. To fight to the end and never
give up is what’s behind Real Madrid’s
successes.”
From his experience of winning
two Ligas and a European Cup in
his time at Real Madrid (2000-2005),
Solari discussed an undisputable
fact: “The Spanish League is the most
competitive” compared to the other
European countries. Added to that
difficulty are the other competitions
and the fact the players are involved
all year round. And he added a little
detail: “In my time, going to Cibeles
was so much fun because we could all
climb up, but I understand why it’s now
done in a more civilised way, and only
the captain goes up, symbolically.”
Finally, Gallego explained that
when he played for the team (19801989) “we lost the Liga in the last
minute and it was a heavy blow.” He
recalled that after that “we entered
a dynamic from which we struggled
to get going at first, but once we did
we had a spectacular spell.” And
he agreed with his companions that
“winning the Liga is so important”.
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An exhibition
commemorating our

European

Cups

Matching with the live broadcast at the Santiago Bernabéu of the
recent final in Cardiff, the Historical Heritage Centre organized for
the attendees a retrospective in the VIP box, looking back at Real
Madrid’s romance with the trophy.

It simply had to be this date, and as
if the 11 trophies on display were
radiating their special powers, so
strong they could reach Welsh shores,
the side led by Zinedine Zidane came
back from their clash against Juventus
with Real Madrid’s twelfth European
Cup, the trophy that so many times
has crowned the Whites as the Kings
of the Old Continent. It was a double
triumph for Zizou, as he’s the second
Real Madrid coach, after Miguel
Muñoz, to win the trophy having
already lifted it as a player. Just like
this fact, the exhibition contained
numerous statistics and stories, which
in addition to the Cups also displayed
commemorative shirts from each
game, balls, boots, players’ details,
pennants and menus from welcome
dinners, as well as Real Madrid
publications since 1956, illustrating
the victories and celebrations of the
team in each era, with different faces

and a single silhouette, that of the
trophy so beloved of Real Madrid
fans, alongside the ageless crest.
It all began with the first edition
of the competition, in the 1955-1956
season, when Real Madrid set out
their stall for the competitions to come
at the hand of the great Alfredo Di
Stéfano with a fine comeback against
Stade de Reims, which finished 4-3.
Real Madrid then reaffirmed their
leadership in Europe in consecutive
finals with the team showing their

Real Madrid is the only club
that has achieved consecutive
Champions Leagues

Above, the celebrations at the
end of the final after winning
the Duodécima in Cardiff.
Below, Real Madrid’s previous
11 European trophies
displayed in the VIP box at the
Bernabéu.
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Mementos from what
is considered the
best European Cup
final, in which Real
Madrid beat Eintracht
Frankfurt in 1960.

superiority against Europe’s big sides:
2-0 against Fiorentina (1957), 3-2
against AC Milan (1958), 2-0 against
Stade de Reims (1959) and a crushing
7-3 against Eintracht Frankfurt (1960),
the highest score in a final of the
competition.
After that it was necessary to
wait until the 2-1 comeback against
Partizan Belgrade in 1966, when
Paco Gento achieved the feat of
being the striker involved in winning
all six European Cups. The seventh
European Cup had to wait until 1998,
when the only goal Predrag Mijatovic
scored in the competition gave Real
Madrid victory against their old rival
Juventus. With Vicente del Bosque
as coach and Raúl as top scorer, the
European Cup came back home in

2000, with a 3-0 win over Valencia
in the first all-Spanish final in the
tournament, and again in 2002, with a
1-2 victory over Bayer Leverkusen, in
which Zidane scored a beautiful goal.
In 2014, the Décima was conquered
in extra-time of the first final between
two sides from the same city, with a
final score of Real Madrid 4-1 Atlético
Madrid. And in 2016, the Undécima
was claimed against the same rival,
with the winning penalty converted by
Cristiano Ronaldo, the top scorer of
all time in the Champions League with
93 goals.
This is the glorious history the Real
Madrid Historical Heritage Centre
guards so jealously, conserving
objects and documents linked to the
club that was founded in 1902. The

Above,
mementos
from the
recent UEFA
Champions
League
finals against
Atlético
Madrid in
Milan and
Lisbon.
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old trophies stood witness to winning
the Duodécima.
JUANITO REMEMBERED IN
FUENGIROLA
As part of the commemorations of
the 25th anniversary of the death of
Juán Gómez, Real Madrid’s legendary
number 7 who the fans remember
at every game, the Fuengirola City
Museum hosted, until the end of June,
an exhibition of objects loaned by the
Real Madrid Historical Heritage Centre
and his son Roberto Gómez. Various
trophies and important articles of
the charismatic player were moved
to his birthplace, including the UEFA
Cup and the Liga trophy, shirts, his

real madrid heritage

On the lefthand page,
personal
objects of
Juanito,
along with
stories of
his feats and
trophies won
in his time as
a player.
On the righthand page,
mementos
of the 2014
Corazón
Classic
Match,
which saw
Real Madrid
Legends
against
Inter Milan
Legends.

federation documents and press
cuttings about his sporting feats.
The exhibition, which forms
part of the Bernabéu Tour, was
inaugurated by the town mayor,
Ana Mula, accompanied by Rafael
García Cortés, director of the Real
Madrid Foundation’s football social
sports schools, Ricardo Gallego,
representative of the Real Madrid
veterans association and the family of
the player.
Mula said that Juanito “was proud to
be from Fuengirola. He’ll always be in
our hearts”. García Cortés said he was
the “soul of the club” and had given
“everyone unforgettable memories”,
while Gallego said he was “a great

team-mate”. More than a million people
visited the exhibition in Fuengirola.
CORAZÓN CLASSIC MATCH: A
RETROSPECTIVE
The VIP box at the Santiago Bernabéu
hosted an exclusive exhibition
organised by the Real Madrid
Historical Heritage Centre, which
brought together 50 mementos of all
the Corazón Classic Matches. Among
the items on display were signed
shirts from the teams, pennants, team
sheets, trophies, match balls, etc.
This charity match has been
celebrated in Madrid’s stadium
every year since 2010. Real Madrid
heroes such as Emilio Butragueño,
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Roberto Carlos, Paco Buyo, Raúl,
Fernando Morientes and Ronaldo
Nazário have played the legends from
teams as important as A.C. Milan,
Bayern Munich, Juventus, Liverpool,
Ajax, Manchester United, F.C.
Internazionale Forever and A.S. Roma
Legends. Real Madrid have won every

game, except for a 2-2 draw against
F.C. Internazionale Forever.
The funds raised from ticket
sales go to projects run by the Real
Madrid Foundation around the world
to improve the lives of thousands of
children and youngsters through sport
and education.

Proyectos Sociales
Contribuimos a mejorar la vida de las personas y al progreso de la sociedad con
programas educativos que llegan a más de diez millones de beneficiarios en 29 países.

www.fundacionmapfre.org

Left: Classic
Match
trophies.
Right: Shirts
worn by
some of the
legends at
the matches.

Comprometidos
con el progreso
de la sociedad
En el Santander, nuestra misión es
contribuir al progreso de las personas
y de las empresas. En 2016 ayudamos
a 1,7 millones de personas a través
de nuestros programas sociales.

Milk is vital.
So is your help.
There are still a lot of families in our country with no access to
such an essential food as milk. That’s why ”la Caixa” Banking
Foundation, together with the Food Banks and CaixaBank, is
organising a Great Milk Campaign in which your help is vital.

No child without

a moustache

Think about it: for just 12 euros, you’ll be helping a family meet
their milk needs for two months.
What’s more, for every 10 litres donated, we’ll give an extra litre.
How you can make your donation:
- Online (Línea Abierta)
- At CaixaBank ATMs
- CaixaMóvil
- By sending a text message* with the word LECHE
to 28024
- www.granrecogidadeleche.es
Great Milk Campaign
in favour of:

In collaboration with:

*The total cost of the message (1.20 euros) is donated entirely to the Great Milk Campaign project in collaboration with ”la Caixa” Banking
Foundation. Charity text message service operated by Altiria TIC (Client Attention: 902 00 28 98, altiria.com, PO Box 36059, 28080, Madrid). Legal
information: www.obrasociallacaixa.org / info@fundaciolacaixa.org. With the collaboration of Movistar, Vodafone, Orange and Yoigo.

